Additional Business Information

*For specifications on models not listed in the contract or in this brochure, please visit www.geappliances.com. For price quotes on models not already listed, please email pam.sipes@geappliances.com. *Pricing include tailgate delivery
Model#: GDE03GGKWW
GE® Double-Door Compact Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
33 3/8 in X 20 1/8 in X 18 3/4 in

- 3.1 cu. ft. capacity ENERGY STAR® double-door compact refrigerator
- Separate true-freezer compartment - 0.93 cu. ft. freezer capacity gives you room to store frozen foods
- Interior lighting - Automatically illuminates when the fresh-food door is open
- Clear crisper - Provide the ideal storage environment for fruits and vegetables
- Glass shelves - Creates convenient food storage with easy-to-clean shelves
- Door shelves - Small containers and boxes are easy to find in separate door areas
- Can rack - Soft drink cans are within easy reach for quick access

Model#: GDE03GGKBB
GE® Double-Door Compact Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
33 3/8 in X 20 1/8 in X 18 3/4 in

- 3.1 cu. ft. capacity ENERGY STAR® double-door compact refrigerator
- Separate true-freezer compartment - 0.93 cu. ft. freezer capacity gives you room to store frozen foods
- Interior lighting - Automatically illuminates when the fresh-food door is open
- Clear crisper - Provide the ideal storage environment for fruits and vegetables
- Glass shelves - Creates convenient food storage with easy-to-clean shelves
- Door shelves - Small containers and boxes are easy to find in separate door areas
- Can rack - Soft drink cans are within easy reach for quick access
Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
33 7/8 in X 21 1/4 in X 19 3/4 in

- 4.4 cu. ft. capacity ENERGY STAR®
- 3 glass shelves - Creates convenient food storage with easy-to-clean shelves
- Can rack - Quick and easy access to your your favorite drinks
- Freezer capacity - 0.47 cu. ft. freezer capacity for storing small frozen convenience items
- Door shelves - Small containers and boxes are easy to find in separate door areas
- Tall bottle door storage - Taller items are easily accommodated in the door
- Manual defrost - Manually defrost the freezer on your schedule

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
33 7/8 in X 21 1/4 in X 19 3/4 in

- 4.4 cu. ft. capacity ENERGY STAR®
- 3 glass shelves - Creates convenient food storage with easy-to-clean shelves
- Can rack - Quick and easy access to your your favorite drinks
- Freezer capacity - 0.47 cu. ft. freezer capacity for storing small frozen convenience items
- Door shelves - Small containers and boxes are easy to find in separate door areas
- Tall bottle door storage - Taller items are easily accommodated in the door
- Manual defrost - Manually defrost the freezer on your schedule
Model#: GTE15CTHRWW
GE® ENERGY STAR® 14.6 Cu. Ft. Top-Freezer Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
61 3/4 in X 31 5/8 in X 28 in

- #1 in Quality and Dependability - Among 14-18 cu. ft. refrigerators based on an independent study of property maintenance personnel. Source: The Stevenson Company, 2016—Market research company with over 20 years of experience in the appliance industry
- Upfront temperature controls - Easy-to-use controls regulate both fresh food and freezer sections
- Adjustable wire shelves - Moveable racks can handle a variety of foods
- Clear drawers - Transparent drawers make finding your favorite items quick and easy
- Large door storage - Offers ideal space for storing large containers in the door, freeing up valuable shelf space
- Adjustable wire freezer shelf - Easily adjusts between two positions to accommodate items of all shapes and sizes
- Spillproof freezer floor - Seamless design of the freezer floor wipes up easily for quick cleanup

Model#: GTE15CTHRBB
GE® ENERGY STAR® 14.6 Cu. Ft. Top-Freezer Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
61 3/4 in X 31 5/8 in X 28 in

- #1 in Quality and Dependability - Among 14-18 cu. ft. refrigerators based on an independent study of property maintenance personnel. Source: The Stevenson Company, 2016—Market research company with over 20 years of experience in the appliance industry
- Upfront temperature controls - Easy-to-use controls regulate both fresh food and freezer sections
- Adjustable wire shelves - Moveable racks can handle a variety of foods
- Clear drawers - Transparent drawers make finding your favorite items quick and easy
- Large door storage - Offers ideal space for storing large containers in the door, freeing up valuable shelf space
- Adjustable wire freezer shelf - Easily adjusts between two positions to accommodate items of all shapes and sizes
- Spillproof freezer floor - Seamless design of the freezer floor wipes up easily for quick cleanup
Model#: GTE18GTHWW
GE® ENERGY STAR® 17.5 Cu. Ft. Top-Freezer Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
67 3/8 in X 32 1/2 in X 28 in

• #1 in Quality and Dependability - Among 14-18 cu. ft. refrigerators based on an independent study of property maintenance personnel. Source: The Stevenson Company, 2016—Market research company with over 20 years of experience in the appliance industry
• Upfront temperature controls - Easy-to-use controls regulate both fresh food and freezer sections
• Adjustable spillproof glass shelves - Hold up to 12 oz. of spilled liquids for easy cleanup and adjust to provide additional food-storage options
• Equipped for optional icemaker - Easily accommodates the installation of an icemaker
• Snack drawer - Conveniently stores favorite foods and allows for quick, easy access
• Adjustable-humidity drawers - Controls helps food stay fresh

Model#: GTE18GTHBB
GE® ENERGY STAR® 17.5 Cu. Ft. Top-Freezer Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
67 3/8 in X 32 1/2 in X 28 in

• #1 in Quality and Dependability - Among 14-18 cu. ft. refrigerators based on an independent study of property maintenance personnel. Source: The Stevenson Company, 2016—Market research company with over 20 years of experience in the appliance industry
• Upfront temperature controls - Easy-to-use controls regulate both fresh food and freezer sections
• Adjustable spillproof glass shelves - Hold up to 12 oz. of spilled liquids for easy cleanup and adjust to provide additional food-storage options
• Equipped for optional icemaker - Easily accommodates the installation of an icemaker
• Snack drawer - Conveniently stores favorite foods and allows for quick, easy access
• Adjustable-humidity drawers - Controls helps food stay fresh
Model#: GTE21GTHWW
GE® ENERGY STAR® 21.1 Cu. Ft. Top-Freezer Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
66 3/4 in X 34 in X 32 7/8 in
- 32-3/4" wide -
- Upfront temperature controls - Easy-to-use controls regulate both fresh food and freezer sections
- Adjustable spill-resistant glass shelves - Designed to contain spills for easy cleaning
- Snack drawer - Conveniently stores favorite foods and allows for quick, easy access
- Adjustable-humidity drawers - Controls help food stay fresh
- Large door bins - Deep bins handle large containers in the door and free up valuable shelf space
- Wire freezer shelf - Provides additional storage for frozen foods

Model#: GTE21GTHBB
GE® ENERGY STAR® 21.1 Cu. Ft. Top-Freezer Refrigerator

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
66 3/4 in X 34 in X 32 7/8 in
- 32-3/4" wide -
- Upfront temperature controls - Easy-to-use controls regulate both fresh food and freezer sections
- Adjustable spill-resistant glass shelves - Designed to contain spills for easy cleaning
- Snack drawer - Conveniently stores favorite foods and allows for quick, easy access
- Adjustable-humidity drawers - Controls help food stay fresh
- Large door bins - Deep bins handle large containers in the door and free up valuable shelf space
- Wire freezer shelf - Provides additional storage for frozen foods
**Model#: FCM16DLWW**  
**GE® 15.7 Cu. Ft. Manual Defrost Chest Freezer**

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):  
33 3/8 in X 28 1/2 in X 65 in

- Garage ready - GE freezers are tested to perform from 0°F to 110°F
- LED interior lighting - Automatically illuminates when door is open
- Audible temperature alarm - Alerts you if the temperature rises
- Second level rail - Allows convenient access to sliding baskets at different heights in freezer
- Lock with key - Allows you to protect your valuable food items from unintentional entry
- Power "On" light - Easily see if the freezer is working without having to open the door
- 4 sliding bulk storage baskets - Offers flexibility to organize and store favorite foods for quick, easy access

**Model#: FUF17DLRWW**  
**GE® 17.3 Cu. Ft. Frost-Free Upright Freezer**

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):  
64 3/4 in X 31 3/8 in X 32 7/8 in

- Garage ready - GE freezers are tested to perform from 0°F to 110°F
- The highest rated upright freezer lineup in the industry - Based on aggregated ratings and review data from GEA.com and leading retail websites
- Audible temperature alarm - Alerts you if the door is left open or if the temperature rises
- 4 glass, 2 adjustable freezer shelves -
- Exterior electronic temperature control - Easily adjust the temperature and avoid releasing cold air by opening the door
- Turbo Freeze - An extra boost of cold air restores interior to set temperature for optimum food freshness
- LED interior lighting - Automatically illuminates when door is open
Model#: JBS160DMWW
GE® 30” Free-Standing Electric Range

Approx Dimensions (Hx Dx W):
47 in X 28 3/4 in X 30 in
• 5.0 cu. ft. oven capacity - Cook more dishes at once
• Standard clean oven - Smooth surface and rounded corners make clean-up quick and easy
• Sensi-Temp Technology - Enjoy the same cooking power as a traditional coil with an added safety feature that meets new regulation UL858 Household Electric Ranges Standard for Safety
• Dual-element Bake - Upper and lower elements produce even heat and great results
• Removable full-width storage drawer - Large trays and other cookware can be conveniently stored for quick access

Model#: JBS160DMBB
GE® 30” Free-Standing Electric Range

Approx Dimensions (Hx Dx W):
47 in X 28 3/4 in X 30 in
• 5.0 cu. ft. oven capacity - Cook more dishes at once
• Standard clean oven - Smooth surface and rounded corners make clean-up quick and easy
• Sensi-Temp Technology - Enjoy the same cooking power as a traditional coil with an added safety feature that meets new regulation UL858 Household Electric Ranges Standard for Safety
• Dual-element Bake - Upper and lower elements produce even heat and great results
• Removable full-width storage drawer - Large trays and other cookware can be conveniently stored for quick access
Model#: JBS360DMWW
GE® 30" Free-Standing Electric Range

Approx Dimensions (Hx Dx W):
47 in X 28 3/4 in X 30 in

- 5.0 cu. ft. oven capacity - Cook more dishes at once
- Standard clean oven - Smooth surface and rounded corners make clean-up quick and easy
- Sensi-Temp Technology - Enjoy the same cooking power as a traditional coil with an added safety feature that meets new regulation UL858 Household Electric Ranges Standard for Safety
- Electronic clock and timer - Help cooks coordinate meal preparation and cooking
- Removable full-width storage drawer - Large trays and other cookware can be conveniently stored for quick access
- Dual-element Bake - Upper and lower elements produce even heat and great results

Model#: JBS360DMBB
GE® 30" Free-Standing Electric Range

Approx Dimensions (Hx Dx W):
47 in X 28 3/4 in X 30 in

- 5.0 cu. ft. oven capacity - Cook more dishes at once
- Standard clean oven - Smooth surface and rounded corners make clean-up quick and easy
- Sensi-Temp Technology - Enjoy the same cooking power as a traditional coil with an added safety feature that meets new regulation UL858 Household Electric Ranges Standard for Safety
- Electronic clock and timer - Help cooks coordinate meal preparation and cooking
- Removable full-width storage drawer - Large trays and other cookware can be conveniently stored for quick access
- Dual-element Bake - Upper and lower elements produce even heat and great results
Model#: JB480DMWW
GE 30” Free-standing Electric Radiant Smooth Cooktop Range

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
47 in X 29 in X 30 in

• Front controls - Easily-assessable controls make it simple to control the stovetop and oven
• 5.0 cu. ft. oven capacity - Cook more dishes at once
• Self-clean oven - Cleans the oven cavity without the need for scrubbing
• Dual-element Bake - Upper and lower elements produce even heat and great results
• Removable full-width storage drawer - Large trays and other cookware can be conveniently stored for quick access

Model#: JB480DMBB
GE 30” Free-standing Electric Radiant Smooth Cooktop Range

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
47 in X 29 in X 30 in

• Front controls - Easily-assessable controls make it simple to control the stovetop and oven
• 5.0 cu. ft. oven capacity - Cook more dishes at once
• Self-clean oven - Cleans the oven cavity without the need for scrubbing
• Dual-element Bake - Upper and lower elements produce even heat and great results
• Removable full-width storage drawer - Large trays and other cookware can be conveniently stored for quick access
Model#: GDF510PGJWW
GE® Dishwasher with Front Controls

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
34 in X 24 in X 23 3/4 in

• Piranha™ hard food disposer with removable filter - To ensure consistently clean items, this stainless steel blade rotates at 3,600 RPM to pulverize food particles and helps to prevent large particles from clogging the wash arms
• Dedicated Silverware Jets - Get table-ready silverware thanks to powerful jets that focus on silverware baskets in multiple locations
• SpaceMaker® silverware basket - Enjoy table-ready silverware and loading flexibility with this unique basket that can be placed on the rack or onto the door
• Cabinet depth installation - Achieving an attractive, flush appearance that complements and blends in with cabinetry is possible with a unique design that doesn't reduce rack capacity
• Clean design inner door - The clean, attractive appearance features no visible hardware, so it's also easy to maintain

Model#: GDF510PGJBB
GE® Dishwasher with Front Controls

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
34 in X 24 in X 23 3/4 in

• Piranha™ hard food disposer with removable filter - To ensure consistently clean items, this stainless steel blade rotates at 3,600 RPM to pulverize food particles and helps to prevent large particles from clogging the wash arms
• Dedicated Silverware Jets - Get table-ready silverware thanks to powerful jets that focus on silverware baskets in multiple locations
• SpaceMaker® silverware basket - Enjoy table-ready silverware and loading flexibility with this unique basket that can be placed on the rack or onto the door
• Cabinet depth installation - Achieving an attractive, flush appearance that complements and blends in with cabinetry is possible with a unique design that doesn't reduce rack capacity
• Clean design inner door - The clean, attractive appearance features no visible hardware, so it's also easy to maintain
GE® Built-In Dishwasher

Model#: GDT225SGLWW

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
32 1/4 in X 23 1/2 in X 23 3/4 in

- ADA Compliant with Low-Profile Installation - Great for 34” counter top heights and raised subfloors
- 3-Level Wash - Expect exceptionally clean table-ready dishes with powerful wash arms
- Autosense Cycle - A beam of light measures soil levels and water temperature to adjust to the ideal cycle time
- Piranha™ hard food disposer with removable filter - To ensure consistently clean items, this stainless steel blade rotates at 3,600 RPM to pulverize food particles and helps to prevent large particles from clogging the wash arms
- Sanitize option (NSF Certified) - High-temperature rinse sanitizes and reduces by 99.999% the bacteria found on dishes
- dBA 51 -

Model#: GDT225SGLBB

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
32 1/4 in X 23 1/2 in X 23 3/4 in

- ADA Compliant with Low-Profile Installation - Great for 34” counter top heights and raised subfloors
- 3-Level Wash - Expect exceptionally clean table-ready dishes with powerful wash arms
- Autosense Cycle - A beam of light measures soil levels and water temperature to adjust to the ideal cycle time
- Piranha™ hard food disposer with removable filter - To ensure consistently clean items, this stainless steel blade rotates at 3,600 RPM to pulverize food particles and helps to prevent large particles from clogging the wash arms
- Sanitize option (NSF Certified) - High-temperature rinse sanitizes and reduces by 99.999% the bacteria found on dishes
- dBA 51 -
Model#: GTW490ACJWW  
GE® ENERGY STAR® 4.4 DOE cu. ft. stainless steel capacity washer

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
44 in X 27 in X 27 in

- ENERGY STAR® qualified - Meets or exceeds federal guidelines for energy efficiency for year-round energy and money savings
- Infusor wash system - A low-profile infusor plate provides great cleaning results while requiring less water
- Deep Fill - Customize your water-fill levels with just the touch of a button. Add a little extra or fill the tub to wash the way you want
- Stain PreTreat - Assists removing tough stains with preprogrammed settings that modify your cycle to treat the four most common stains
- Deep Rinse - When selected, the deep rinse cycle ensure clothes are rinsed of soap residue and fabric softener
- Auto Soak - Loosens stains by soaking prior to the wash cycle
- Speed Wash - Provides a quick wash for lightly soiled items that are needed in a hurry

Model#: GFW450SSMWW  
GE® 4.5 DOE cu. ft. Capacity Front Load ENERGY STAR® Washer with Steam

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
39 3/4 in X 33 1/2 in X 27 in

- Time Saver - When you need to get a full load of clothes clean in only 37 minutes
- Internal water heater - Increases wash temperature to reduce bacteria and provide better cleaning for the really tough stains
- Steam - Penetrates deep into fabric fibers, loosening stains like tomato and grass, yet protects your fabrics
- Quick Wash - Provides a quick wash for lightly soiled items that are needed in a hurry
- Stain Removal Guide - Clean the most common stains with preprogrammed settings that modify any cycle to help remove stains like blood, tomato, wine, dirt, grass or coffee
- Tumble Care - Freshly tumbles your garments periodically for up to 8 hours when unable to move clothing to the dryer right away
- 1300 RPM spin speed - Fast spin speeds remove water efficiently and minimize dry time
Model#: GTX22EASKWW

GE® 6.2 cu. ft. capacity aluminized alloy drum electric dryer

Approx Dimensions (Hx DxW):
44 in X 26 3/4 in X 27 in

• Auto Dry - For clothes that come out feeling and looking great, this setting monitors air temperature to set the optimal drying time
• Up to 120 ft. venting capability - Provides flexible installation
• Aluminized alloy drum - Improves energy efficiency and resists corrosion
• 3 heat selections - Offer a choice of drying temperatures for personalized fabric care
• Flat back design - Makes it easy to install in small areas like closets and utility rooms where space is limited
• Rotary electromechanical controls - Make it simple to set cycles
• Upfront lint filter - Makes cleaning out lint easy

Model#: GFD45ESSMWW

GE® 7.5 cu. ft. Capacity Front Load Electric Dryer with Steam

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
39 3/8 in X 33 in X 27 in

• Steam Refresh - Rejuvenate lightly worn clothes by getting rid of wrinkles and odors with this convenient setting using the power of steam
• Steam Dewrinkle - Stored or wrinkled clothes come out wrinkle-free with this helpful setting that uses steam to refresh and dry a load of any size
• HE Sensor Dry - Takes the guesswork out of drying times by sensing the moisture in the drum and drying accordingly
• Stainless steel drum - Resists rust and helps protect clothes
• Quick Dry - Quickly dries items and small loads for families on the go
• Sanitize cycle - This option reduces certain types of bacteria by 99.8%
• Damp Alert - Alerts you when clothes are the ideal dampness for ironing, for perfectly wrinkle-free results
Model#: JEM3072DHWW
GE® 0.7 Cu. Ft. Capacity Countertop Microwave Oven

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
10 1/8 in X 13 in X 17 1/4 in

- 0.7 cu. ft. capacity - 700 Watts (IEC-705 test procedure)
- Optional hanging kit - Frees up counter space
- Convenience cooking controls - Operating made quick and easy
- Auto and time defrost - Defrosting times and power levels are programmed automatically or manually for optimal results
- Turntable - Rotates food throughout the cycle
- Instant On controls - One-touch instant operation
- Control lockout - Helps prevent accidental activation

Model#: JEM3072DHBB
GE® 0.7 Cu. Ft. Capacity Countertop Microwave Oven

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
10 1/8 in X 13 in X 17 1/4 in

- 0.7 cu. ft. capacity - 700 Watts (IEC-705 test procedure)
- Optional hanging kit - Frees up counter space
- Convenience cooking controls - Operating made quick and easy
- Auto and time defrost - Defrosting times and power levels are programmed automatically or manually for optimal results
- Turntable - Rotates food throughout the cycle
- Instant On controls - One-touch instant operation
- Control lockout - Helps prevent accidental activation
Model#: JES2051DNWW
GE® 2.0 Cu. Ft. Capacity Countertop Microwave Oven

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
13 5/8 in X 19 1/4 in X 23 7/8 in

- 2.0 cu. ft. capacity - 1200 Watts (IEC-705 test procedure)
- Sensor cooking controls - Automatically adjusts time and power for delicious cooking results
- Auto and time defrost - Defrosting times and power levels are programmed automatically or manually for optimal results
- Extra-large 16" turntable - Rotates food throughout the cycle and accommodates large cookware
- Instant On controls - One-touch instant operation
- Control lockout - Helps prevent accidental activation
- Timer on/off - Minute timer helps keep you on track

Model#: JES2051DNBB
GE® 2.0 Cu. Ft. Capacity Countertop Microwave Oven

Approx Dimensions (HxDxW):
13 5/8 in X 19 1/4 in X 23 7/8 in

- 2.0 cu. ft. capacity - 1200 Watts (IEC-705 test procedure)
- Sensor cooking controls - Automatically adjusts time and power for delicious cooking results
- Auto and time defrost - Defrosting times and power levels are programmed automatically or manually for optimal results
- Extra-large 16" turntable - Rotates food throughout the cycle and accommodates large cookware
- Instant On controls - One-touch instant operation
- Control lockout - Helps prevent accidental activation
- Timer on/off - Minute timer helps keep you on track